Previous research has addressed the study of the well-being structure focusing on the separability among hedonic and eudaimonic dimensions by means of latent variable approaches. Diener's tripartite model of Subjective Well-Being (SWB) has often been identified with hedonic well-being, while flourishing (i.e., positive functioning) has been classified as a proxy for eudaimonic well-being. Instead of pursuing a theorydriven approach, the structure of well-being dimensions can be retrieved by means of network psychometrics that is a highly informative, data-driven approach that allows the model structure to spontaneously emerge from the relationships among indicators. Furthermore, we propose a strength centrality decomposition that is able to summarize the influence of a specific indicator within its dimension and between the other dimensions.
through network psychometrics
The interest in defining what happiness means have accompanied humanity since the dawn of philosophical thinking, and current well-being literature still largely revolve around the Hellenic concepts of hedonia and eudaimonia. According to the Socratic philosopher Aristippus, hedonia refers to the maximization of pleasure and the minimizing of suffering, while Aristotle contrasted such idea stating that the only way a human being can become happy is to pursuit eudaimonia which is living well, guided by values and virtues (Deci & Ryan, 2008) .
Measuring and understanding well-being is now an interdisciplinary field of study that operates at all levels of human kind systems, such as individuals, families, communities, organizations and countries (Huppert & So, 2013) . The pioneers of the scientific study of well-being were researchers in the field of economics and social indicators. During the seventies several scholars undermined the popular conception that quality of life can be adequately explained by objective life conditions such as income, marital status, age, education, etc. (e.g., Easterlin, 1974; Campbell, Converse, & Rodgers, 1976; Wilson, 1967) . Individuals' subjective judgements became the core elements of interest as researchers realized that people react differently to the same circumstances, and they evaluate their life conditions based on their expectations, values and previous experiences (Diener, Suh, Lucas, & Smith, 1999) . Initially, the researchers tended to treat well-being as a single, monolithic entity, often measured by a single global item in the form of "How happy do you feel in general?", but soon it became evident that well-being can be measured by separable components that show specific patterns of relations with different variables (Lucas, Diener, & Suh, 1996) .
According to Ed Diener (1984) the structure of Subjective Well-Being (SWB) can be conceptualized as having two fundamental components: The affective (experiential) component, measuring the presence of positive affect (PA) and the absence of negative affect (NA), and the cognitive (evaluative) component, measuring life satisfaction (LS). Consistent with its subjective considered as direct indicators of well-being, but rather as determinants or distal factors that contribute to well-being. Shifting the object of the measurement from the processes to the outcomes and from an objective to a subjective perspective allows to operationalize the eudaimonic well-being as flourishing which is the perceived optimal functioning of the individuals. Flourishing is thus comparable to SWB because they are both measured at the same level and they can both be considered direct indicators of well-being. Nevertheless, numerous definitions exist of flourishing and different sets of dimensions have been taken into account by different authors. It is generally agreed that flourishing should integrate with both hedonic (positive emotions) and eudaimonic (e.g., meaning in life) components. For example, Seligman (2011) proposed that flourishing is constituted by five pillars, namely Positive emotions, Engagement, Relationships, Meaning and Accomplishment (PERMA), and Keyes (2002) defined flourishing as the positive pole of the mental health continuum, including several dimensions of social and psychological well-being, as well as positive emotions.
In a recent study Goodman, Disabato, Kashdan, & Kauffman, (2018) compared Diener's SWB with Seligman's PERMA asking if the two constructs can be considered qualitatively different. The authors of the study showed that the two measures, despite being pigeonholed as hedonic (SWB) or eudaimonic (PERMA), end up measuring the same type of well-being therefore demonstrating that the dichotomy hedonic vs. eudaimonic does not represent a valid distinction between well-being components.
Instead of focusing on the distinction between hedonic and eudaimonic components, Diener's operationalization of well-being is focused on the distinction between affective and cognitive components, thus on the type of evaluation elicited by the items' content. It follows that flourishing should be measured separately from positive emotions because it does not (primarily) rely on affective information.
It remains unclear what the place of the flourishing construct is with respect to the affective and cognitive components of SWB. This paper is aimed to explore this research question by a data-driven approach, providing both a conceptual reasoning and an empirical basis for the validity of the Diener's multi-dimensional structure of well-being.
Diener's operational definitions of well-being components

The cognitive component of Subjective Well-Being
The measure of the cognitive component of well-being is based on LS, which represents a broad and reflective assessment of the individual's life (Diener, 2006) . According to Evaluation Theory (Diener & Lucas 2000) , judgmental processes involve a comparison of one's perceived life circumstances with self-selected standards, influenced by subjective values, goals, motives and norms, as well as one's past history, personality and culture. Given the multiple relative standards on which respondents build their own judgements, it follows that individuals are likely to assign different weights to different life domains (Pavot & Diener, 1993) . That is why the authors of the Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS; Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985) choose to assess LS using global items, allowing respondents to rate their life domains according to their own values in arriving at a subjective, global judgement of LS.
The SWLS have been deemed essentially one-dimensional (Slocum-Gori, Zumbo, Michalos, & Diener, 2009) , although the last two items do not fully load on the dominant latent factor. Indeed, their content (i.e., "So far I have gotten the important things I want in life" and "If I could live my life over, I would change almost nothing") push respondents to reflect above their present life satisfaction taking their past life experience as a standard of comparison.
The affective component of Subjective Well-Being
The affective component of the SWB is evaluated through PA and NA, which reflects the amount of pleasant and unpleasant feelings that people experience in their lives. Although early reports (e.g., Bradburn, 1969; Costa & McCrae, 1980) proposed to combine PA and NA into an "affect balance" or "hedonic balance" score (i.e., PA minus NA), most researchers currently recommend that measures of PA and NA should not be combined into a single score because they are not inversely proportional and should not be considered as the two opposite poles of the same dimension (Diener & Emmons, 1984) .
One of the fundamental problems highlighted in measuring affect through self-reports, is that different people within and across cultures, identify and value different experiences in different ways given that evaluations of own emotional states are heavily influenced by identity, norms and beliefs (Diener, 1994; Tov & Diener, 2007) . With this in mind, Diener et al. (2010) constructed the Scale of Positive and Negative Experience (SPANE) to overcome some shortcuts of the popular Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) . First, the PANAS includes adjectives that do not represent real feelings ("strong," "alert," "determined," "active") or are infrequent ("inspired"). Second, the PANAS over-represents some feelings ("jittery," "nervous", "scared," and "afraid", to represent anxiety) at the expense of others (e.g., "sad" or "depressed" to represent depression which are absent). In general, the PANAS tends to over-represent states of high arousal, that are, anxiety for NA and enthusiasm for PA, whereas the states of low arousal are absent, both in terms of NA (i.e., depression) and PA (i.e., peace and serenity). This representation of PA and NA can be questionable, especially when applied to different cultures. In fact, while the emotional states characterized by high positive arousal are more emphasized in Western cultures, low-arousal feelings such as "calm" and "relaxed" are more desirable in Eastern cultures (Tsai, Knutson, & Fung, 2006) .
The SPANE represents a well balanced instrument, representing widely and equally both PA and NA. Using broad and general descriptors, such as "good", "positive", and "pleasant" for PA, and "bad", "negative", and "unpleasant" for NA, the SPANE allows the respondents to include the subtle nuances that color their subjective emotional experiences in their global evaluation. Specific feelings, both positive ("happy," "joyful," "contented") and negative ("sad," "afraid," "angry"), complete the full range of emotional states. Confirmatory factor studies conducted on the SPANE have identified two separate, correlated dimensions of PA and NA.
Another remarkable distinction between the PANAS and the SPANE is that the former relies on the assessment of the intensity of feelings experienced by the respondents (i.e., "How much"), whereas the latter is based on a temporal frame (typically during the last month) in which respondents quantify the amount of time they passed in a particular feeling (i.e., "How often"). Indeed, the temporal frame seems more strongly related to well-being than the feeling's intensity (Diener, Colvin, Pavot, & Allman, 1991; Jovanović, 2015) .
Flourishing
Flourishing has been defined by Diener et al. (2010) as perceived optimal functioning and has been measured by the Flourishing Scale (FS). The FS taps eight aspects of human functioning identified by previous literature that can be roughly distinguished as social well-being (positive relationships with others, perception of the personal contribution to the well-being of others, being respected), and psychological well-being (meaning and purpose in life, perception of personal competence, self-acceptance, optimism). Importantly, the items are formulated to elicit the respondent's subjective evaluations on his own functioning.
From a structural point of view, the FS is conceived as a one-dimensional scale because confirmatory factor analyses repeatedly yielded a one factor solution across different studies (e.g., Giuntoli, Ceccarini, Sica, & Caudek, 2017; Hone, Jarden, & Schofield, 2013; Silva & Caetano 2011) .
Contrary to other mainstream operationalizations of flourishing (e.g., Keyes, 2002; Seligman, 2011) , the FS does not contain items assessing emotional well-being given that the affective components of SWB are measured separately by the SPANE.
Methodological issues in retrieving the structure of well-being
In the study of the well-being structure, most of the researchers have adopted reflective models (i.e., Confirmatory Factor Analysis, CFA) in which one or more latent factors cause the variability in the observed variables. Confirmatory factor models have been employed to test both the internal structure of the single well-being dimensions and the separability among them.
With respect to the internal structure of the specific Diener's constructs, several studies showed that the SWLS had a single underlying factor that represents LS, the SPANE had a twodimensional structure that distinguishes PA from NA, while the FS was described by a one-factor model although it covers distinct areas of life functioning. As regards to the FS internal structure, the CFA in some ways hides the information that can be extracted from the items' scale. In a CFA the covariances among items are constrained to zero and attributed to the influence of a latent factor.
However, especially in the case of the FS where each item represents a distinct dimension, it is implausible that an underlying entity of optimal functioning causes optimism, having positive relationships, or meaning in life, rather, the reverse is more plausible. According to Keyes (2002) flourishing should be operationalized as an emerged condition based on the concept of a syndrome of symptoms of individuals' psychological and social functioning. For instance, sense of competence may activate other positive psychological features (e.g., meaning, self-acceptance and engagement), likely in circular, self-reinforcing ways. Thus, instead of modeling flourishing from a top-down perspective (i.e., by means of a confirmatory factor model), it could be more adequate to use a bottomup approach in which the FS items can be studied as active, interconnected indicators of positive functioning.
CFA has been the most widely used research method also in the case of the investigation on the separability among well-being dimensions. Although several studies have focused on the distinction between the affective and the cognitive components of SWB (e.g., Busseri & Sadava, 2011) , over time researchers became more interested in resolving the question if the well-being dimensions can be separated on the basis of their hedonic or eudaimonic content.
A number of studies suggests that hedonic and eudaimonic measures are distinguishable from one another (Compton, Smith, Cornish, & Qualls, 1996; Keyes, Shmotkin, & Ryff, 2002; Linley, Maltby, Wood, Osborne, & Hurling, 2009 ), but it should be noted that these results could be due to the specific instruments employed. For example, Linley et al. (2009) used the Ryff's psychological well-being scales (Ryff & Keyes, 1995) to assess eudaimonic well-being, and LS (SWLS; Diener et al., 1985) , PA and NA (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988) to assess hedonic well-being. On the contrary, studies that assessed hedonic and eudaimonic well-being using different sets of measures failed to find structural differences among the two categories. For example, Disabato, Goodman, Kashdan, Short, & Jarden (2016) did not consider affect measures and tested the separability of hedonic and eudaimonic well-being considering LS (SWLS; Diener et al., 1985) , happiness (Subjective Happiness Scale; Lyubomirsky & Lepper, 1999) and depression (Center for the Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale; Radloff, 1977) as hedonic measures on the one side, and the six subscales of Ryff's psychological well-being (Ryff & Keyes 1995) as measures of eudaimonic well-being on the other.
At present, therefore, because the latent variable approach requires an a-priori specification of the models and because there is not a common understanding of which measures tap hedonic or eudaimonic contents, the validity of the separability among well-being components using the hedonic and eudaimonic categories is doubtful. Instead, it could be useful to address this problem by using a data-driven approach to explore what kind of categories emerge from the relationships among different type of indicators.
Given the limitations of CFA to resolve specific problems such as modeling single indicators as separate dimensions (the case of the FS) and identifying categories of measures without specify apriori hypotheses (the case of hedonic vs. eudaimonic components), network analysis (Epskamp, Rhemtulla, & Borsboom, 2017) could represent an insightful step ahead in the evaluation and generation of well-being models, and may offer a constructive way forward to suggest the presence of naturally occurring categories.
Overview of network psychometrics modeling
Network psychometrics is a new field of statistical modeling which focuses on the estimation of undirected network models (Epskamp, Maris, Waldorp, & Borsboom, 2018) . A network is composed of a set of nodes (any kind of entity) and a set of edges (any kind of relationship) which connect these nodes. Differently from other types of network models, such as social networks, the peculiarity of a psychometric network is that it can be used to estimate edge weights, and thus it is particularly suitable to represent a psychological construct in which nodes are questionnaire items, while the edges connecting them are partial correlations (i.e., the covariation displayed between two nodes is conditionally independent of all the other nodes in the network).
To avoid over-fitting and to make the model easier to interpret removing redundant variables that do not add any information, partial correlations are subjected to a Graphical Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (GLASSO; Epskamp & Fried, 2018; Friedman, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2008) . GLASSO regularization operates by controlling the tuning parameter  to estimate a sparse network in which the spurious partial correlations are shrunk to zero. An efficient method to select the best value for  is by minimizing the Extended Bayesian Information Criterion (EBIC; Chen & Chen, 2008; Foygel & Drton, 2010) . In this way, EBIC GLASSO estimation produces a network solution with an optimal balance between sparsity and representativity of the data.
Edges connecting nodes can differ in their strength, indicating if a relationship is strong (visualized as thicker edges) or weak (visualized as less saturated edges), and positive (green edges) or negative (red edges). The properties of a network structure can be summarized by the centrality metrics: Strength is the sum of a node's edge weights; Closeness is the inverse of the sum of the shortest paths between a specific node and all the other nodes; Betweenness is the total number of shortest paths that pass through a node. The more a node is central, the more it has an influence on all the other nodes, meaning that it could be considered a particularly important indicator of the construct. Robinaugh, Millner, & McNally (2016) showed that when strength centrality is calculated using absolute weights it become less predictive of observed node influence as the proportion of negative edges increases. Therefore, they proposed to calculate expected influence (EI) that it is equal to the node strength except that it takes into account also the negative or positive sign of the edge weight's value. When in a network can be identified sub-communities of nodes, bridge centrality metrics (Jones, 2017) are useful to identify which nodes are important in cross-communities connections. Bridge-EI is calculated as the sum of the values of all the edges that connect a node with all the nodes that are not in the same community, with higher values meaning that a node has a greater influence on nodes of the other nodes' communities overall.
Dealing with psychological constructs, it can also be important to interpret the edges in terms of explained variance, thus Haslbeck and Waldorp (2018) recently proposed to analyze the predictability of nodes as an absolute measure of centrality, that is, how much of the variance of a node is explained by the edges connected to that specific node. Noteworthy, predictability across nodes can be interpreted as a determination index, with strong mutual interactions between nodes defining high predictability of the network. Conversely, when predictability is low, unexplained variance could derive from other variables that were not included in the network.
A recent advancement in network psychometric is Exploratory Graph Analysis (EGA; ) that aims to uncover latent dimensions in network models by using a clustering algorithm for weighted networks (walktrap; Pons & Latapy, 2006) . Indeed, nodes may cluster together forming tidy connected sub-networks. It has been mathematically demonstrated that clusters in networks equal latent variables (Chandrasekaran, Parrilo, & Willsky, 2012 :
When clusters in a network are unconnected they are a result of orthogonal factors, whereas when the clusters are connected they represents correlated factors ).
An advantage of using network psychometrics and EGA is that they are data-driven approaches. With respect to CFA there is no need of an a-priori theory to specify the model. This is a particularly interesting approach to answer the question on the dimensionality of well-being, because instead of testing the alternative hypotheses of multi-dimensionality vs. one-dimensionality of the well-being construct, we can "let the data speak by themselves". Furthermore, comparing to other extraction techniques in recovering the correct number of factors, EGA demonstrated an accuracy of 100%, far exceeding the performance, for example, of exploratory factor analysis (mean accuracy = 10-49%) and CFA using the Akaike information criterion (mean accuracy = 74%; Golino & Demetriou, 2017; Keith, Caemmerer, & Reynolds, 2016) .
In the light of this promising approach, this study is aimed to give a different methodological perspective on the interpretation of the well-being dimensionality. Network analysis is a powerful and intuitive statistical tool that could complement previous studies relying on latent factor approach improving our understanding of the complex relationships between the different facets of well-being.
The current study
Given the well-known tripartite structure of SWB, the present study aims to empirically explore the validity of a quadripartite model of well-being that also includes the Diener's operational definition of flourishing. A prerequisite to compare the SWB dimensions with flourishing is that they need to be measured at the same level (i.e., outcome measures), indeed, the SWLS, the SPANE and the FS are all based on the subjective evaluations of the individuals and they are all time-framed over a period of one month. Through network psychometrics it is possible to explore two orders of research questions.
First, the estimated network model let the well-being structure spontaneously emerge without the need to specify a-priori hypotheses on the model structure, for example, whether the items cluster together according to the four dimensions proposed by Diener, or if flourishing should also encompass positive affect as stated by Seligman (2011) and Keyes (2002) . Second, the FS taps eight dimensions that are represented by eight single items. Whereas confirmatory factor studies failed to catch the FS multi-dimensionality, because at least three observed variables are needed to contribute to a factor (Bollen, 1989) , network modeling does not bring into play latent factors and allows to examine the specific contribution of each of the eight FS items.
Participants
Participants were enrolled by means of adverts posted on Italian websites and social network groups. A total sample of 2392 respondents completed the well-being questionnaires. Average age was 27.8 years (SD = 8.9) for females (N = 1882) and 29.5 years (SD = 11.1) for males (N = 510).
Participation in this study was anonymous and on a voluntary basis. All the participants provided their electronic informed consent prior to completing the online aforementioned Diener's and colleagues scales, namely the SWLS, the SPANE, and the FS.
Measures
The SWLS (Diener et al., 1985 ) is a 5-item measure of the cognitive component of SWB. The respondents use a 7-point Likert-type scale (from 1 = "strongly disagree" to 7 = "strongly agree") to rate their general life satisfaction. Total scores range from 5 to 25, with higher scores reflecting greater satisfaction with life.
The SPANE (Diener et al., 2010 ) is a 12-item two-dimensional scale that measures the affective component of SWB. Six items assess positive affect (SPANE-P) and six items assess negative affect (SPANE-N). Respondents rate how often they had experienced the feelings indicated by each item over the past four-weeks by means of a 5-point Likert-type scale (from 1 = "very rarely or never" to 5 = "very often or always"). The total SPANE-P and SPANE-N scores range from 6 to 30 and are scored separately as they measure independent feelings. The FS (Diener et al., 2010) measures psycho-social functioning in different areas of life by means of eight items on a 7-point Likert-type scale (from 1 = "strongly disagree" to 7 = "strongly agree"). Total scores range from 8 to 56, with higher scores indicating optimal functioning.
In Table 1 are detailed the items included in each well-being dimension with the assigned label used for the subsequent analyses. Note: Flourishing indicators are identified by the label "f" and a number ranging from 1 to 8, referring to the 8 items of the FS; Life Satisfaction indicators are identified by the label "ls" and a number ranging from 1 to 5, referring to the 5 items of the SWLS; Each item from the SPANE is designated by a number ranging from 1 to 6 accompanied either by the label "pa" or "na", representing Positive Affect and Negative Affect, respectively.
Statistical analyses
We conducted our analyses with the R software (version 3. The analysis of the network structure relied on the concept of strength centrality. The formula to calculate the strength (s; or Expected Influence, EI) of a node Vi is defined as:
where N is the total number of the nodes in the network, and wij is the element in the weights matrix that corresponds to the row i, namely the node of interest Vi, and to the column(s) j, representing all the other nodes (Vj) in the network except Vi.
Another important strength centrality metric proposed by the current state of the art in network psychometrics is bridge-EI (Jones, 2017 ) that considers the influence of a node on the rest of the network except with the nodes' community it belongs to (Ck) and it is defined as:
Dealing with a multi-dimensional network we also deemed it important to consider the influence of a node with respect to specific dimensions, thus we additionally present two new measures of nodes' importance that decompose EI and bridge-EI. Given that EI represents the total effect of a node on all the other nodes in the network, it can be decomposed in bridge-EI (i.e., the effect of a node on the network, excluded the nodes belonging to its own dimension), and in the strength of the connections of a node with the nodes belonging to the same dimension, here named "within-EI" (to denote the EI of a node within the same community Ck). The within-EI of a node Vi is defined as:
where j ≠ i
Furthermore, when there are more than two communities in a network it is useful to decompose the importance of a node separately for each of the other nodes communities. Instead of considering globally bridge-EI, the strength of the connections of a node Vi with a specific dimension other than its own, is here named "between-EI" (to denote the EI of a node Vi between communities) and it is defined as:
where the superscript k1 indicates the belonging community of the node Vi, whereas the superscript k2 indicates a specific community of nodes other than the community of node Vi.
Thus, bridge-EI corresponds to the sum of all the between-EI indices, while EI corresponds to the sum of within-EI plus bridge-EI.
Similarly to expected influence, nodes predictability depends on the number and the strength of the edges a node is connected to, but it has the advantage to provide an absolute index of explained variance (R 2 ) that ranges from 0 (meaning that a node cannot be predicted by its neighbors) to 1 (meaning that a node can be perfectly predicted by its neighbors). The nodes predictability was computed via the mgm R package (version 1.2-6; Haslbeck & Waldorp, 2016) .
Results
Network dimensionality
The weights matrix (Table 2 ) of the 25 well-being items was obtained by using LASSO regularization with EBIC model selection and the resulting network is shown in Figure 1 . The well-being items formed four tightly connected groups, with the items clustering together according to their theoretical dimension. In fact, the thicker edges were those connecting the items relying on the same dimension.
These almost fully connected sub-networks can be interpreted as the effect of the unmodeled latent variables on the items. In a multi-dimensional network, the more central items would be mainly connected to other items associated with the respective domain.
Although positive and negative affect are deemed as separate dimensions, their items showed strong ties, especially the opposite general items such as positive-negative (pa1-na1), good-bad (pa2-na2) and pleasant-unpleasant (pa3-na3). Consistently with the SWB conceptualization, PA and NA cognitive component. It is interesting to note that flourishing constituted a separate cluster, and that its items were connected both with the cognitive and the affective components' items.
The EGA confirmed that four sub-networks were identified in the well-being network structure, namely flourishing, LS, PA and NA. Confirmatory factor analysis showed that the structure Note: The weights matrix is symmetric because the network is undirected and each edge weight is represented twice, above and below the main diagonal. A value of zero in the weights matrix encodes no connection between two nodes. Table 1 ).
Nodes' importance
Global expected influence and nodes predictability. The analyses of expected influence (Table 3) showed that the nodes "I am satisfied with my life" (ls3) and "In most ways my life is close to my ideal" (ls1) exhibited the highest levels of EI compared to all the other nodes in the network. Notably, these two items represent the most general level of abstraction regarding the evaluation of one's own life.
Bridge-EI provides a global synthesis to interpret the cross-dimensional connections among nodes. Within the flourishing dimension, nodes denoting purpose in life (f1), engagement in daily activities (f3), and optimism (f7) exhibited the highest levels of bridge-EI on all the other dimensions.
The node "In most ways my life is close to my ideal" (ls1) was the LS indicators exhibiting the highest level of bridge-EI. Among the affective component's nodes, the higher bridge-EI was shown by the node "Contented" (pa6).
Reflecting expected influence, nodes predictability (see Table 3 ) ranged between .29 (na5) and .75 (ls3), with a mean predictability across all nodes of 0.55, indicating an explained variance of the network model of 55%. As a final remark, the node ls3 ("I am satisfied with my life") showed the highest predictability (R 2 = .75), as well the higher expected influence (EI = 1.18). This could be interpreted as the effect of the ls3 semantic content as subordinate to all the other items in the network.
In other words, the global judgement over one's own life mostly emerge from the contribute of the interacting facets of well-being, that is consistent with the definition of the evaluation of life as a whole relying on multiple terms of comparison.
Flourishing internal structure. Flourishing items tap different areas of life, but in general they were positively associated to each other. Flourishing indicators showed high within-EI indices (Table 3) , supporting the good internal consistency of the FS.
The specific connections among nodes allowed to unveil the reciprocal influence between functioning in different aspects of life. For example, f2 ("My social relationships are supportive and rewarding") and f5 ("I am competent and capable in the activities that are important to me") were negatively associated, but they were positively connected through the node f4 ("I actively contribute to the happiness and well-being of others"). This pattern can be interpreted, for instance, as follows:
having high self-efficacy is not necessarily a direct predictor of having positive relationships, but when a capable person also orientates his or her actions to social contribution, he or she also experiences having positive social relationships. The indirect positive association between f2 and f5 was also supported by the nodes f3 ("I am engaged and interested in my daily activities") and f8
("People respect me"). Note: Expected influence of nodes within the same dimension (within-EI) and between other dimensions (between-EI), bridge expected influence (bridge-EI), global expected influence (EI), and nodes predictability (R 2 ).
Flourishing cross-dimensional connections. Bridge-EI metrics showed that positive relationships (f2), social contribution (f4) and competence (f5) did not exhibited direct connections with the other well-being dimensions. By means of between-EI metrics the cross-dimensional connections of the FS items can be partitioned as follows: Meaning in life (f1) showed direct, positive connections with all the other three well-being dimensions; Engagement (f3) was connected to LS and PA, but not with NA; Self-acceptance (f6) was positively associated with LS and negatively with NA; Optimism (f7) showed the strongest cross-dimensional connections, positive ones with LS and PA, and negative with NA; Finally, being respected (f8) was directly connected exclusively with LS.
A worth mentionable specific pattern of connections emerged between f1 ("I lead a purposeful and meaningful life") and affect indicators. Having purpose and meaning in life was positively associated with pa1 ("positive") and pa6 ("negative"), but also to na1 ("negative"). The association between f1 and na1 became negative when it was mediated by f7 ("I am optimistic about my future"), thus, it can be interpreted as if without a positive view of the future, leading a purposeful life is not a guarantee to avoid experiencing negative emotions.
Subjective Well-Being components within and between expected influence. The cognitive component of SWB, namely LS, exhibited strong interconnections within its indicators, with within-EI indices ranging between .556 (ls5) and 1.126 (ls3) . It is worth noting that whereas bridge-EI showed that all the LS items had an influence on flourishing, PA and NA taken together, between-EI disclosed their specific contribute on the separate domains. The first three SWLS items, focused on present LS, were connected to flourishing, but not to PA, while the last two SWLS item, focused on past LS, were connected to PA, but not to flourishing: Ideal life (ls1) was directly connected to purpose in life (f1), optimism (f7), and being respected (f8); Excellent life conditions (ls2) was tied to self-acceptance (f6); Satisfaction with life (ls3) was positively connected to engagement (f3) and optimism (f7), and negatively connected to "Sad" (na4); LS items taking as a term of comparison past life, namely ls4 and ls5, were respectively connected only to "Contented" (pa6) and "Happy" (pa4).
Thus, although LS has been frequently considered as a hedonic component, its connections toward flourishing were stronger than its connections toward PA and NA.
The PA and NA affective components showed high within-EI indices and were pretty tied to each other, with PA between-EI on NA ranging from -.300 to -.021, and with NA between-EI on PA ranging from -.339 to 0. Notably, the connections between the three general SPANE-P items and the three general SPANE-N items were stronger than the connections between the three specific SPANE-P items and the three specific SPANE-N items, suggesting that the separability between PA and NA was mainly due to specific, rather than general, emotional contents. General affect items such as positive (pa1), negative (na1) and bad (na2) were more related to flourishing, while specific affect items such as happy (pa4) and sad (na4) were more related to LS. The node pa6 (contented) was influent both on flourishing (between-EI = .158) and on LS (between-EI = .053).
Discussions and conclusions
This paper examined the validity of a quadripartite model of well-being by evaluating the role of flourishing as compared to the Diener's tripartite model of SWB. By means of network psychometrics it was possible to extract from a single EBIC GLASSO model several information that ranged from the dimensionality of the constructs under study to the specific relationships among the observed variables.
From a visual inspection of the estimated network, the well-being indicators appeared as clearly grouped in distinct nodes communities. Contrary to the theoretical conjecture that the separability among well-being dimensions can be grounded on a hedonic and eudaimonic distinction (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Joshanloo, 2016) Another point of interest regarding the items' semantic refers to their hierarchy. Both flourishing and LS can be conceived as subjective cognitive evaluations, but whereas the former relies on perceived positive functioning in specific areas of life (e.g., relationships, self-acceptance), the latter is located at a superior level given the global nature of the evaluation. The analyses of nodes'
importance showed that the item with the highest value of EI as well with the highest predictability (R 2 = .75), was "I am satisfied with my life". Indeed, this item represents the most general level of abstraction that can be achieved as an indicator of subjective well-being, likely embedding both affective experience and perceived functioning as benchmarks to build one's own global evaluation.
Although the validation studies on the FS confirmed its one-dimensional structure, and also the EGA in the present study identified all the FS items as pertaining to the same dimension, the content of the items clearly reflects the subjective perception of positive functioning in different areas of life. The effect of the different semantic content and semantic hierarchy of the FS items can be easily observed in the network model. Indeed, FS items concerning positive evaluations upon functioning in life in general (i.e., positive view of the future, engagement in daily activities, purpose in life) were closer and directly connected to LS, whereas FS items describing more specific area of life, as those referred to social well-being, were more distant and indirectly connected to LS.
A strength of the present study was the use of a novel methodological approach to the study of the well-being structure. Unlike confirmatory factor models in which the interconnections among the specific indicators are neglected due to the local independence assumption, network modeling allows to evaluate the separate contribution of the indicators to the model and the specific interrelations among them. The well-being structure can thus be derived from a data-driven approach in which the separability among dimensions can emerge directly from the relationships among the items themselves without the need to advocate latent factors.
Furthermore, we proposed two new indices to evaluate nodes' importance in multidimensional networks, namely within-EI and between-EI. The specific contribution of a node within its dimension is useful to evaluate the internal consistency of a specific scale, whereas specific crossdimensional pattern of connections can be summarized by the between-EI metrics. A precise functional description of the strength centrality decomposition may be very important in understanding network structure and will be deferred to future analysis.
Limitations of this study are as follows. First, our results are based on an Italian adult sample, whereas it should be desirable to test the network quadripartite Diener's model across life-span and in different cultures. Second, it should be interesting to extend the well-being network model including other flourishing indicators, such as autonomy and personal growth (Ryff, 1989) , and other specific affect indicators such as calm and serenity that are deemed particularly important in eastern Asian cultures (Tsai et al., 2006) . Third, the cross-sectional nature of the design prevented us to provide any causal interpretation on the reciprocal influence among well-being facets. Future research should explore longitudinal within-person data (e.g., Daily Reconstruction Method; Anusic, Lucas, & Donnellan, 2017; Kahneman, Krueger, Schkade, Schwarz, & Stone, 2004 ). In such a full prospective design, potential causal paths connecting flourishing with PA, NA and LS could be tested, as well the stability of the different dimensions of well-being over time. Furthermore, individual network structures may reveal whether differences in network connectivity are also found at the level of the individuals.
To conclude, the study of well-being through network modeling may yield several new possibilities to go beyond the conventional classification of hedonic and eudaimonic dimensions. In the last decade there was a drive to integrate both the hedonic and the eudaimonic concepts of well-being based on the idea that the distinction between two qualitatively different types of well-being is merely a theoretical artifice (Kashdan, Biswas-Diener, & King, 2008) . Coherently with this idea, our findings show that SWB components, on the one side, and flourishing, on the other, despite belonging to different theoretical traditions are indeed closely related constructs that influence each other and together conspire in the rise of well-being.
Supplementary materials
All relevant data and materials can be found at:
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